INVENT Social Incubation Program

A social enterprise incubator

Our vision: Developing entrepreneurial ecosystem to make positive social impact to people living near the Bottom of Pyramid

Our target: Providing incubation support to forty (40) social start-ups operating primarily in one of the eight (8) Low-Income states of India

What we offer

- Equity funding upon business validation
- Active mentoring from top industry professionals
- Regular capacity building workshops

Why IIT Kanpur

- Premier academic and research institute
- Access to tinkering and prototyping labs
- Networking with alumni and downstream investors

Who can join

- Any social enterprise with positive impact
- Operations in low income states
- For-profit business model with strong growth potential

How to apply

- Register on INVENT website www.iitk.ac.in/invent
- Complete online application form
- Upload business plan and other documents
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